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Appendix 1 
 
Proposed amendment to the RMBC Hackney Carriage and Private Hire 
Licensing Policy. 
 
6.13 Taxi Cameras  

 
Suitable equipment, capable of recording both audio and video, must be installed in 
all licensed vehicles.  The system must meet or exceed the council’s specification for 
taxi camera systems and must be operational at all times that the vehicle is being 
used as a licensed vehicle (i.e. for the carriage of fare paying passengers).  The 
system does not need to be operational during other times (for example when being 
used for domestic purposes).   
 
Video recording must be active at all times.  Audio recording must be active in any of 
the following circumstances: 
 

• An unaccompanied child (i.e. under 18)  or vulnerable adult is being carried in 
the vehicle, or 

 
• Where the driver and customer are involved in a dispute or the driver feels 

threatened by the behaviour of a passenger.  Activation of audio recording 
must be triggered by the driver pressing a switch / button.  Audio recording 
will continue until such time as the button / switch is pressed again. This 
switch will activate / deactivate audio recording independent of the 
passenger’s audio activation button / switch. 

 
There must also be the facility for the passenger to activate audio recording 
(independent of the driver) should the passenger wish to do so.  Activation of audio 
recording must be triggered by the passenger pressing a switch / button.  Audio 
recording will continue until such time as the button / switch is pressed again. This 
switch will activate / deactivate audio recording independent of the driver’s audio 
activation button / switch.  
 
Once activated (by either passenger or driver), the audio recording must continue for 
an uninterrupted period until it is deactivated. 
 
There must be an indicator located within the vehicle that is clearly visible to the 
passenger and clearly shows that audio recording is taking place. 
 
At the end of journey when the passenger leaves the vehicle, audio must be 
deactivated before another passenger enters the vehicle.  If appropriate it must be 
reactivated should any of the situations above arise in relation to this new journey.  
 
The requirement for all vehicles to have a taxi camera fitted will apply in relation to all 
licences that are issued from the date on which this policy becomes effective.  
However in the case of vehicles that are already licensed on the date on which this 
policy becomes effective, the requirement will take effect as determined by the 
Council’s implementation scheme. 


